
American Nurses Association Resources on Disruptive Behavior

ANA’s Official Position on workplace violence:

The ANA upholds that all nursing personnel have the right to work in health work environments
free of abusive behavior such as bullying, hostility, lateral abuse and violence, sexual
harassment, intimidation, abuse of authority and position and reprisal for speaking out against
abuses.

Resources available from ANA:

1. New CE Explores Lateral Violence: Nurse Against Nurse [html]

This independent study module focuses on lateral violence between and among nurses.
The purpose of this independent study module is to increase nurses’ awareness and
understanding of the problem of violence between nurse co-workers in the health care
setting.
This CE (1.91 contact hours) is FREE to ANA Members. It is available to non-members
for $20.00.
.

2. Tip Card Bullying and Lateral Violence ANA.pdf [pdf]

3. Fact Sheet Lateral Violence and Bullying in Nursing.pdf [pdf]

4. Workplace Violence [html]

This article describes the impact of lateral violence in nursing. Statistics included.

5. Bullying and Workplace Violence

ANA recognizes that bullying and workplace violence is a problem in the health care
industry and works hard to provide resources to protect nurses. [html]

6. Combating Disruptive Behaviors: Strategies to Promote a Healthy Work Environment
[html]

In this article, the author reviews the causes and consequences of disruptive behavior
for both patients and healthcare workers, discusses initiatives for addressing disruptive
behaviors, and provides specific steps for nurse managers and staff nurses to combat
disruptive behaviors.

7. Webinar: Navigating the Work Environment: Embracing Zero Tolerance for Bullying

"Sticks and stones might break my bones, but words can never hurt me." This nursery
rhyme couldn’t be further from the truth. Repeated exposure to negative, disruptive
behavior can have a significant impact on you, your colleagues and your patients. This
incisive conversation helps us all better understand, address and prevent bullying, lateral
and horizontal violence in the healthcare environment. This popular webinar is now
available through our continuing education modules.

The webinar is Free for ANA Members and $15.00 for Non-Members



8. Embracing Zero Tolerance for Bullying
Tip Card: Quick Tips on Recognizing Bullying Behavior
Tip Cards Set: Recognizing Bullying Behavior: Laminated and Available for Purchase
Fact Sheet: Lateral Violence and Bullying in Nursing

9. Tip Cards: Bullying in the Workplace [html]

These tip cards are the perfect resource to pass on to members of your staff. Each
laminated 3.5" x 6.75" tip card shows examples of lateral violence and bullying behaviors
in the workplace. The flip side offers ways to effectively respond to such behavior. Each
package contains 25 bullying cards. Cards are not sold separately and are not for
individual sale. Order from nursesbooks.org.

10. Creating Workplace Environments that Support Moral Courage

OJIN: The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing [html]

In this manuscript, the authors describe moral courage in nursing; and explore personal
characteristics that promote moral courage, including moral reasoning, the ethic of care,
and nursing competence. They also discuss organizational structures that support moral
courage, specifically the organization’s mission, vision, and values; models of care;
structural empowerment; shared governance; communication; a just culture; and
leadership that promotes moral courage.

11. Healthy Nursing Academic Work Environments

The tool kit addresses the following nine work-related areas: salaries, benefits, workload,
collegial environment, role preparation and professional development, scholarship,
institutional support, marketing and recognition, and leadership. These areas are used to
frame the discussion of how nursing faculty and administrators can work together to
assess and enhance the health of nursing academic workplaces.


